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"NEED I EVER RETIRE?" Advice from William Evans, M.D., D.Sc., F.R.C.P.
(Pp. 24). London: Chest and Heart Association, 1965.
THIS is a very human document and highly characteristic of the author. William Evans
was a classical scholar before he became a combatant in the first World War. His com-
mission was in the Lancashire Fusiliers, and at the end of the war he be6ame Battalion
Education Officer. In 1920 he embarked on the study of medicine, and won many prizes
in the London Hospital. For the greater part of his life he worked with Sir John Parkinson,
and their friendship has always been maintained. This essay on retirement contains many
paragraphs which one would be tempted to quote, including one sentence of 116 words
which flows with the music of a long cadenza. I feel that I must quote two short paragraphs:
"Those truly appreciative of the dignity of work will not abscond from it in retirement.
We should not regard retirement as a rude and unjust interruption of life's journey, but
welcome it as one would a friend, for it brings in its laden arms gains and long awaited
opportunities that compensate and even outweigh the apparent losses.
Retirement marks the end of gainful employment, but it is the port of entry into a
period of rewarding enjoyment; an emergence from the competitive race with its hazards
and its hurdles into calm fields which provide for contemplative soliloquy."
In a more homely passage he advocates that the man who has achieved compulsory
retirement should undertake a share of the household chores, and quotes the case of the
retired rear-admiral who attributed his sun-tanned face not to a recent holiday, but to the
fact that the window over the kitchen sink faced south. Such household duties might
include the setting of any open fires, attending to the domestic boiler, cleaning boots,
sweeping or hoovering carpets, preparing meals or the washing-up. If these should be
exercises he dislikes he should discipline himself to like them, for such regular occupation
greatly contributes to has contentment. As might be expected, Dr. Evans' quotations from
literature are apt and illuminating, and range from Longfellow, Pope and Milton to
Ecclesiasticus.
This is indeed a delightful essay, and may be commended to those who are not yet 65,
but who should now be counting the months or years until they achieve this milestone.
R.M.
CUNNINGHAM'S TEXTBOOK OF ANATOMY. Edited by G. J. Romanes.
Tenth Edition. (Pp. xiv+1014; figs. 1153. 120s). London: Oxford University
Press, 1964.
THE tenth edition of Cunningham's Textbooks of Anatomy improves upon the high standard
of previous editions. A considerable amount of material has been added, especially in the
number of radiographs reproduced in the text.
This book would serve as a complete reference to the structure and functional implications
of the parts of the human body, and in these days of shortened courses of anatomy in the
medical curnrculum the need for a comprehensive and detailed textbook is even more
important. The illustrations in the book are all now half tone in character, and 217 new
figures have been added. A revised format incorporating two columns of text on a larger
page has made the book more readable, and illustrations have been placed close to the
relevant references in the text.
This new edition of Cunningham's Anatomy edited by Professor G. J. Romanes will
maintain its place in the library of medical students and of those graduates reading for
higher degrees in surgery and radiology. J.B.B
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